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SUMMARY

While the Paper makers have been strivi"ng har.d to cope with the raw mat.erlal short~ges, rising
cost of pulp and paper making chsrntcals .souring cost of plant and machinery, the higher wages
and overheads, the energy crisis, the energy orices have forced them to concentrate on ~he energy
aspect more than any other single factor. As a matter of fact, today the paper maker IS ~Iready
under considerable tension due to prevailing extremely competitive market and obliged to
improve the quality of his product. cut down on the basis we~ght of hi;; re.gular product a.nd
still maintain the rigid specifications inspite of .the ~oorer furnl~h substituting r,n0re. eXJ;lenslve
long fibered stock with short fibered hardwoods, agricultural rel'ldue~ and oth~r In!ellor flbero~s
material. The ingenuity cf the paper maker has no doubt enabled him to rnatrttatn the quality
and quantity of product but the cost of production has still been adversly effeted,

In paper making the most interesting part of
the whole process is that in the first instance stock
is diluted to very low consistencies to form a sheer
of paper and thereafter all efforts are made to
remove the added water as quickly and economically
as possible. Adding the water and removing of
water both consume enormous amount of energy.
The ideal solution to conserve energy would be to
restrict addition of water initially and form a
sheet at high consistency or use a dry forming
process Both processes have had certain amount
of success though still not perfected for the common
grades of papers under consideration.

For the usual paper making practice, it will
be interesting to note that on a paper machine
cost of water removal and energy consumption incre-
ases at each succesive Stage as the wet sheet of web
progresses from wet end to dry end. Drainage on the
wire is comparatively inexpensive, pressing out
water at presses cost considerably more and evaporat-
ing water at dryers involves a major expenditure in
the process of paper making as it initiates large
consumption of energy in the form of steam coal
and power. In normal practice evaporating water
in dryers is 20 to 25 times more costly than rerno-
ving water at the presses through mechanical
means.
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As a paper making thumb rule:
(a) Mechanical water removal is always

cheaper than thermal water removal a~ dryers and
(br'a I % increase in sheet dryness leaving presses
will either offer 4 to 5% saving in steam at dryers
or alternatively enable identical increase i!l machine
speed or ~aper production without change 10 energy
consumptIon.

To emphasise the economic impQr.tance of
even small gains in sheet dryness through Improved
pressing operations it will be perhaps more
informative to illustrate through some examples.

Graph I gives some idea of the water which
will have to be removed at the dryers per hour for
a 100 T/day paper Machine taking extreme case of
web leaving presses at 30% dry and <12% dry and
paper reeled at 95% dryneess. The frgures are
absolutely stunning when considering the extrelT!e
cases where the difference of water removed IS
3770 Kgs per hour which when computed in terms in
of steam will work out to 5655 Kgs or almost
a tonne of coal per hour. Taking more realistic
figures, Jet us say web dryness improvement .from
3~% to 41%, it will be observed that there WIll be
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762.378 Kgs less water per hour to be evaporated
at the dryers with consequent saving of 1143.5 Kgs
steam per hour amounting to nearly 9056.5 tonnes
of steam or 1580 tonnes of coal per annum. Just
imagine the impact of saving on the profitability of
your unit.
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With the present day energy prices, it is
obvious that efforts to improve the sheet dryness
leaving the press part will pay handsome dividends
in the form of energy conservation and conseque-
ntly the profitability of sny unit.

••

The most important factors which contribute
to higher sheet dryness leaving presses are sheet
dryness entering press, press nip loading. dwell time
in the nip distance water has to travel to reach
the felt. felt construction and finally felt conditioning
improving pressing efficiency thereby [mproving
sheetdr~ness leaving presses and conserving energy.

Some of the factors indicated above project
the press design criteria but we are more concerned
here with the part played by the modern machine
clothing and the part it plays in conserving energy.

Modern clothing design and construction
aims. at c?nsuvin~ energy. through improved
pressmg efficiency. High synthetic press felt design
employing the' verti,:al flow principles approach
y,.ry closely t~e bast~ rules ~or significantly
Improved pressing efficiency, Whitman gives these
roles as:

o

I Shorten the water flow distance in the nip.
2. Reduce the bydraulic pressure in the nip.
3. Improve the pressure distribution in the

nip. .
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4. Optimize vertical flow.
5. Minimise sheet wetting.
6. Provide water receptacles.
7. Dewater the receptacles.
8. Keep the receptacles clean.

As far as machine clothing for the wet cnd is
concerned, needled felts were the initial departure
from the standard conventional' felts which of
course finally led to the development of more
sophisticated and efficient high synthetic content
wet felts. The development of modern design 100%
synthetic felts were a sequel to better under-
standing of pressing theories ar d go a long v.ay-
to improve operati r.g efficiencies and reduce
production costs by curtailing press breaks and cut
down on energy consun.puon by detivering a drier
sheet of paper to paper machine dryers.

The modern high synthetic felt embodies
vertical flow principles. The lelt construction bas
the basic design consideration for high permeability.
low flow resistance, low compaction, high void
volume area with introduction of fine fibres on the
paper side of the felt and fine/coarse fibres of diffe-
rent deniers in the body of the felt preventing
rewetring. the cumulative effect of which is free
water drainage within or through the felt presenting
hydraulic transversal flow of water through the nip
on account of the non-compacting large void in
the felt. Use of plied monofilament in,,t.he warp
and fine. monofilament in weft have contributed
greatly in preventing build up of clogging material
in the felt. Ex-ended felt life is the result of
abrasion resistant non-clogging high ~yrithetic
felts.

Though bart-on-Base, weftless and non-woven
felts are still quite popular. Yet recent inovation
in wet felt designs have .been the construction of
felt.s with very high synthetic content of non-
compressible Batt-en-mesh design in single, double
and triple layers giving higher void volume area
andresistance to compaction, a factor which aids
in high water carrying capacity of felts for longer
period and for greater operating efficiencies.
Though every felt manufacturer has its own intricate
felt design but the basic construction does not vary
radically.

Single layer felt : Normally a Batt-on·mesh
felt in single layer design having slight compressibi-
lity is desirable for plain presses. The bulge elasticity
prevents rewetting of sheet in the outgoing nip.
Mono or multi spun yarn or mono-plied mono·
filaments are used in the construction of single layer
felts. The felt is also used on lickup/pickup and
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board machines in basis weight range of 700 to 1000
gsm or more (Figure-I).
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Double layer felt: Double layer felt is cons-
tructed by wett less construction for the top layer
and Bart-on-mesh construction for the bottom layer
combining the efficiency of the two distinctive
feature; into one felt. The c10uble layer felts are
ideal for the suction and the venta nip presses and
while imputing smoother finish to the paper help
to overcome shadow marking problems (Figure-Z).
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Triple layer felt ; Triple layer felts are cons-
tructed more or less in the same way as double
layer felts but with three layers which have higher
void volume area for lower hydraulic pressure build
up in nip and greater water flow rates through the
felt. These felts are more suited to double felted
pressess, fabric presses without fabric and highly
loaded venta nip presses. While the new felt designs
have-helped the paper makers to utilize the existing
equipments to better advantage achieving Improved
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operating efficiencies through gre ••ter water removal,
conserving energy yet paper machinery manufac-
turers have been and still developing better press
designs iike the Double Felted Presses, Bi-Nip,
Tri-Nip Press configurations with latest addition
being the Beloits Extended Nip Press and KMW'S
Hi-Impact press. Both these press designs require
special felts with low abrasion quality having large
pore volume, resistance to compaction under high
nip. loads; capability to minimise sheet re-weiting
at the outgoing nip and ability of the felt to readily
give up moisture at the felt conditioning tube
(Figure-S). .

B4TT-ON-MESH

TRIPLE" LA y£r;:
Fig. 3

The success of both these presses is attributed
to the verywide nip width 25U mm, and 10.1mm.
(High Dwell time in nip) and high linear pressure.
Sheet dryness upto 45 to 46% have been attained
on 450 Gsm sheets. So far, as is inherrent with all
double felted presses, exceptional gains have not
been attained on lighter basis weight sheets. Howe-
ver. the saving in steam recorded is as high as 25%
and the inovaiions can be said to be excellent contri-
butions to energy conservation.

Besides the additional water removal through
tbe use of high synthetic content felts much greater
life from these felts as compared to conventional
felts normally offer operating efficiencies in the long
run.

(

•• A thorough analysis and comparison of pro-
duction records of the two qualities of'. the felts will
very convincingly prove that initial reluctance of
the paper maker to go in for higher synthetics felts.
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just on ground .ofhigH. initial c:dst is rather not
correct. It w"ill.nQthe.out of place to mention .that
the fir,st st~p m ~mprovlDg,she~t dryness leavin~ wire!
press par~ IS to Imptove 'web, dryness eutering the
~st press Itself. Couch.presses with ,combination felt.
installed over suction couch have been reported to
be giving very good results. But we feel.t.l1l,\t lump
b.rea~ers rolls, when properly designed and,operl;l,ted
giveimproved sheet dryness in the rangeof I to
3 percent. ."

FACTORS' G9~.ERNING i>RESS PERFORMANCE

For a given .furnish basis weight. machine
speed and felt construction, "the press efficiency
appears to be related to the following factors:

c. i) The-applied pressure used to compress the
paper and the felt.

,n) The length of time (Dwell time) ·tne force
is applied and 'allowed to act in tne flip.

iii) The amount of water in the felte'l/lering
in the nip as well as the amount o[i,water
in the sheet as it approaches the nip. .

iv) The distancefor the water to travel in the
nip.

v) OJ and the felt design'; and construction.

. All the innovations, in . press part corlfigura-
tions, improvement in wet felt "designs still' leaves
about 50-52% 'moisturecto.; ..beevaporatedln,Jtie
dryer section: Thisis. 8r vc:ryJllrgeenergy consuming
area considering tha(for; each.Kg of water evapora-
ted-about Ikl0 i.6Kgs.of steam is required; For
~) QO tonne per day 'uQJt and 'at sh~~t leaving p'resse~
lerqls say 38% dry. the' st~~,mreq,uirement wOll,leJbe.
around 9375 Kgs of steam -per hour. Of. course by
improving in pressing efficiencies and "raising the
sheet dryness to 42%, level aboutvir61o of steam can
be saved directly which means a saving of 150J Kgs.
of steam per hour. However, 7875 Kgs of steam has
still to be used in the dryer section for the stipulated
production.

To bring about the improvement it is necessary
to optimize drying condition in the dryer, part of a
paper machine by :

a) Controlling sheet moisture profile uniformly
entering dryers.

b) Steam inlet and condensate outlet control of
dryers to ensure uniform dryer temperature.

c) Control of air condition surrounding dryers
by means of hoods and pocket ventilation
system.
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Installation of suitable dryer clothing with
suitable air permeability to. 'accelerate water
evaporation. ;,

While control of sheetmoisture profile is basi-
callj a function ''if the. ~jre,aI?cl. Pl.e,ss part yet rest
oftheabove noted factors can be improved through
m~nipulation and adjustrnent.of the dryer section.
Initially and as a first step towards improving the
dryer efficiency the dryer drainage system should
be checked and suitably modified. Steam control to
dryers through thermo com.pressors is a major
advance in the direction of energy conservation.

d)

Dryer Screens: Of the many innovations in
. machine clothing designs, dryer. $c;r~ens or fabrics

of varying air perrneabilities are .equa,lly important.
All. synthetic open mesh screen~ 'constructed from
mono or multi filament polyster pylon. fibre glass
or. teflon coated yam and other material ha ve air
permebility in the rang of 500-149°0 tv1tr~3/M2/ per
hour (30 to 860 cfrn) to suit the x~rjous needs.

Dryer screens provide more uniform contact
with dryers resulting in better .heat transfer.
Because of all syniheuc material' of construction
moisture pick up by screen is practically nil so the
condensation in f"bricand subsequent re-evaporation
is absent. High perrnebilityof screensallowed better
evaporation and more cOoling'ofbac.ks,i.4e of sheet.
temperature differt~tl~l in~reases . heat transfer
favollring-highere'\'ap()Iation,' All these favourable
factors not only enhance ~vapOlatiQn but allow
more uniform moisture profile during drying of
~heet through dryers. ' .

,J On the whole benefits deri,'ed from dryer
'~c.reens can be summeriseo as (a) Ir crease pi oduc-
lion (b) Longer clothing life (c) Improved mois-
ture profile (d) Reduced steam consumption
(e) improved sheet quality. .

Pocket ventilation : Till the advent of high
permeability dryer screens, pocket ventilation system
did not prove to be very efficient and effective for
the simple reason that moving current across the
Width of the machine picked up moisture and the
air could not find sufficient vent thereby resa turating
the felt and the sheet. With the introduction of
high permability screens, the position was changed
and the moisture laden air could pass through highly
permiable screen thereby increasing recirculaticn of
air and consequently the evaporation rates
improved.

, During a past two decades or more improve-
ment in the dryer section have been made as enun.e-
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rated above, which have cumulatively increased the
dryer efficiency by about 30% and pocket ventilating
devices working in conjuction with dryer screens/
fabrics have contributed considerably to this.

The main advantages visualised are (a) Capa-
city increase between 10 tol~% (b) more uniform
moisture profile, one percent higher moisture at reel
contributes to 1% B. D. fiber saving (c) Steam
savings up to 10% have been noted as with the system
it is not necessary to overdry the edges and(d) shorter
dryer fabric/screens can be used as the felt dryers
can be by passed.

Machine Hood: Open and completely closed
hoods are installed on the dryer part of the paper
machines firstly to impruve aesthetic aspect of the
machine and secondly to prevent condensation from
the ceiling as Saturated vapours deposit and con-
dense on the roof trusses etc. rendering the wNking
conditions unpleasant. Besides the above the vapours
saturated in the pockets and relealses from the dryer
felts have to be removed. AI least 40% of fresh
heated air of the exhaust volume has to be repleni-
shed to give a satisfactory. working hood. Very
little gain in drying capacity is atained with an open
hood but completely closed give about 2% drying
capacity gain

CONCLUSION

To economise on the process of paper
making, efforts to be made to remove water
faster particularly at the wet end of the paper
machine, where it is more ec()nom ical to remove,
taking advantage of the modern wet end clothing
which is now designed not only to allow higher
sheet dryness leaving the press nip but also to give
reasonably longer clothing life. Proper installation,
operation and selection of wet and clothing will
enable the paper maker. to get higher paper tonnage
per Kg. of felt and also .conserve energy in the
dryer part.
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The introduction of high permeable dryer
screen/fabrics contribute to cbeaper water removalat
the dryer end of the Paper Machine. Thermo
compressers for control of steam to the dryer, intro-
duciton of pocket ventil?tion system and lower
energy consumption which is and should be the aim
of every peiper maker.
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